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way back when … 

  someone once asked: 
“how do we compute an architectural plan?” 

  and there were some … who pondered this …  as a question 
in spatial layout 

  my answer as always  

  

 { a generative algorithm (p) → layout with content p } 
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so what’s the problem? 

  Given a rectangle and a set of rectangular spaces,  

  find possible arrangements of the spaces  

  within that rectangle so that no two overlap 

 

Geometry 
Topology 
Shape 
Dimension 
Area 
Volume 
Adjacency 
Material 
Cost etc 
(Flemming, 1992) 

So how do we arrive at these 
arrangements ? 

By suitably defining what we 
mean by a spatial layout 

[and perhaps satisfy certain constraints] 
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spatial layout … 

An arrangement of rectangular spaces  

implied by placing tiles in a given rectangular space 
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spatial layout … 

An arrangement of rectangular spaces  

implied by placing dividers in a given rectangular space 
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spatial layout … 

An arrangement of rectangular spaces  

implied by coloring of a given rectangular space 
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spatial layout … 

Is a ‘grammatical’ construct 
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terminology … 

Spatial layouts can be dense Spatial layouts can be loose 

Practical problems are typically loose - satisfy  
tolerance, dimensional and/or adjacency constraints. 

Smallr layouts are amenable to generative techniques 
Larger layouts require a hybrid of a [simplified ] 
generative technique and optimization 
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the problem in 3D 

A spatial layout is a 3-rectangulation – that is, an 
arrangement of non-overlapping 3-rectangles within a 3-
rectangle 

An arrangement is  
dense when the 3-rectangles cover the  enclosing  
3-rectangle, and otherwise 
loose 
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METHOD - Seminal Papers 
  1978. Wall representations of rectangular 

dissections and their use in automated space 
allocation, EPB 5: 215-232. 

  1980. Wall representations of rectangular 
dissections: additional results, EPB 7: 247-251. 

  1986. On the representation and generation of 
loosely packed arrangements of rectangles.” EPB 13: 
189-205. 

  1989. More on the representation and generation of 
loosely packed arrangements of rectangles, EPB 16: 
327-359. 

  1990. Knowledge Representation and 
Representation in the LOOS System B+E 25(3): 
209-219.  

Wall Rep 
DIS 

Structure 
Theorem 

Orthogonal 
Structures 

Loose 
Layouts 

Expert Sys. 
Loos 
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Walls in 3D 

Interior walls are maximal planar objects formed by 
the union of the faces of adjacent 3-rectangles that 
lie in the same plane 

A 3-rectangulation (and consequently, the walls) can 
be aligned so that the faces of the 3-rectangles are 
parallel to one of the coordinate planes 
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T-plans 

Walls form junctions in 2D spatial layouts 

can be made into two T’s by 
perturbation 

external 

internal 
Every 2-rectangulation can be converted to a T-plan 
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T-figuration 

1

2 3 4 5

6 7 8 9

10

11

if each cross-section in any axial 
direction is a T-plan 

⇒ only layouts with type 1, 
2 or 3 joints are  
T-figurations 

Joints  
in 3D 
spatial 
layouts 
 (Earl, 
1978) 
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perturb a non T- to a T-figuration 

Perturbation in the 
3D case is similar 
to the 2D case –  
a realignment of 
walls 

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

11.

10.

Every 3-rectangulation can be made into a T-figuration 
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unlocked + locked T-figurations 

■  Walls of T-figurations without joints of type 3 are 
rectangular  (∴unlocked) 

■  Conversely, T-figurations with just rectangular walls do not 

have  type 3 joints    

    
with (∴ locked) 
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how do we make T-figurations? 

Basic approach 

recursive partitioning of rectangular spaces – this leads to a 
convenient edge labelled tree-like data structure 

pinwheel 
(as two enantiomorphs) 

Hacker’s approach 

slicing 
Kitchen Chef’s approach 

-  rules are defined in all three axial directions 

These rules - as such - are not exhaustive 

unlocked 
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∴  any T-plan or unlocked T-figuration can be 
generatively constructed by  
 

 adding one [rectangular] wall at a time 

T-plans + unlocked T-figurations 

T-plans  

 with r  spaces  has r-1 internal  walls 

 have straight line walls 

Unlocked T-figurations 

 with r  spaces  has r-1 internal  walls 

 have rectangular walls 
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Walls 

Every wall can be defined by an equation: 

fix(wall)  
∈ {x, y, z} 

coord(wall)  
∈ {0, 1, …, naxis} 

= 

axes to which wall is perpendicular 

A T-figure (plan or figuration) is in standard form if 
no two walls are aligned 

r = nx + ny + nz -2 
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Walls 

Every wall has spaces (including exterior) on two sides: the 
sets S↓ and S↑ : 

S↓ (left) S↑ (right) 

S↓ (below) 

S↑ (above) 

S↓ (front) 

S↑ (back) 

 Δ*(space, wall) if the space is to the * side of wall 
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Walls are bound 

Walls are bound by walls at type 1and 2 joints 

v ∈ bound(w) if wall v bounds w 

Notation, v├ w   

www w
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exterior spaces 

In 2D, a layout can be considered to have four exterior 
spaces (+ 4 exterior walls) 

In 3D, a layout has six exterior spaces (+ 6 exterior 
walls) 

Eleft, Eright, Ebelow, Eabove, 
+ 

Efront and Eback 

Layout 

Eabove 

Eright Eleft 

Ebelow 
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wall Representation 

The wall representation, W (=W(R)), for unlocked  
T-figuration R is given by a set of walls, where each wall is given 
by the four argument relation:  

uniquely  
identifies the 
wall 
exterior walls:  
left, right, front, 
back, below, 
above 
interior walls: 
1, 2, … 

reflects the 
alignment of 
the wall with 
respect to the 
coordinate 
planes 
x, y, z 

rect. 
spaces 
to the 
left, 
front, or 
below 
the wall 

rect. 
spaces 
to the 
right, 
back, or 
above 
the wall 

wall ( index, fix, S↓, S↑) 

Adding a wall adds a space  
- equivalent to an expression of the form: 

 S*(wall) ← S*(wall) ∪ {new space}  
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rules for constructing a wall rep 

Simple insertion (similar to slicing) 

w1
w5

w3

w2

w4

w1
w5

w3

w2

new space
new wall

w4
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rules for constructing a wall rep 

w1

w5

w3

w2

w4

wj

w1

w5

w3

w2

w4

wj

w1

w5

w3

w2

w4

wj

new space

new wall

General case 
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Rule in code  

if  index(w1) ∈ {right, back, above}  

then  index(wr) ← index(w1)   

  index(w1) ← r 

else  index(wr) ← r  

S↓(wr) ← { r+1}  

S↑(wr) ← B ← {s∈S↑(w1)  | ∆↑(s,w2) ∧ ∆↓(s,w3) ∧ ∆↑(s,w4) ∧ ∆↓
(s,w5)} 

S↑(w1)  ← [S↑(w1) – B] ∪ {r+1} 

S↑(w2) ← S↑(w2)  ∪ {r+1} 

S↓(w3) ← S↓(w3) ∪ {r+1} 

S↑(w4) ← S↑(w4) ∪ {r+1} 

S↓(w5) ← S↓(w5) ∪ {r+1} 

bound(wr) ← {w2, w3, w4, w5} 

Spaces 
numbered  
1 … r+1 
Interior walls  
1 … r 
Exterior walls 
-5, …, 0 
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w3

wj

w2

w1

wk new wall

new space

w3

wj

w2

w1

wk new wall

new space

rules for constructing a wall rep 

Pinwheel  
insertion 
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rule in code 

if  coord(wj) < coord(wk)  
then  B↓ ← {s ∈ S↓(w1) | ∆↓(s, wj) ∧ ∆↑(s, w2)  ∧ ∆↑(s, w4) ∧ ∆↓(s, w5)} 

  B↑ ← {s ∈ S↑(w1) | ∆↓(s, wk) ∧ ∆↑(s, w2)  ∧ ∆↑(s, w4) ∧ ∆↓(s, w5)} 
else  /* coord(wj) > coord(wk)  */   

  B↓ ← {s ∈ S↓(w1) | ∆↑(s, wj) ∧ ∆↓(s, w3) ∧ ∆↑(s, w4) ∧ ∆↓(s, w5)} 
  B↑ ← {s ∈ S↑(w1) | ∆↑(s, wk) ∧ ∆↓(s, w3) ∧ ∆↑(s, w4) ∧ ∆↓(s, w5)} 

index(wr) ← r 
S↓(wr) ← B↑ ∪ {r+1} 
S↑(wr)  ← B↑  
S↓(w1) ← [S↓(w1) – B↓]  
S↑(w1) ← [S↑(w1) – B↑] ∪ {r+1} 
S↑(w2) ← S↑(w2) ∪ {r+1} 
S↓(w3) ← S↓(w3) ∪ {r+1} 
S↑(w4) ← S↑(w4) ∪ {r+1} 
S↓(w5) ← S↓(w5) ∪ {r+1} 

if  coord(wj) < coord(wk)  
then  bound(wr) ← {w2, wk, w4, w5} 

  bound(w1)  ← {wj, w3, w4, w5} 
else  bound(wr) ← {wk, w3, w4, w5} 

  bound(w1)  ← {wj, w2, w4, w5} 
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wall representation ⇔ wig 

 T-figuration R ≈ digraph, WG(R) = (V= Vext ∪ Vint, E): 

Each vertex represents a wall  

Vext = {vabove, vbelow, vleft, vright, vback, vfront} the exterior vertices 

Vint = {vk | 1 ≤ k ≤ r–1}, the interior vertices. 

Edge, (vi, vj)∈E, is incident from vi to vj if and only if corresponding 
walls wi and wj form a base cross-piece pair; that is, whenever 
wj├ wi.   

Vertices u and v are adjacent if (u,v)∈E or (v,u)∈E.   

 WG(R) is the wall incidence graph of T-figuration R.  
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a wig has … 
(1) Each interior wall bound by four walls.  

(2) No interior wall bounds an exterior wall; for ve∈Vext and vi∈Vint, 
(ve, vi)∉E.  

(3) Subgraph, Gext = (Vext, (Vext x Vext) ∩ E), induced by the exterior 
vertices.  

(4) r+5 vertices and 4r+8 edges  (r is number of spaces)   

(5) Is vertex 3-colourable.  

(6) Each v∈Vint is associated with 4 vertices that belong to bound
(v).  

(7) Each v∈Vint  is the center of an outwardly weakly connected 
wheel, Wv, formed by the weak 4-cycle of its bounding vertices.  
Wv is unique.  

(8) No strong cycles of odd length.   

(9) No two strong 4-cycles that share exactly 3 vertices.  
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proof … 

Outline 

If a wig … 

 is acyclic, then it can be iteratively produced by simple 
insertions 

that is, a wig is acyclic iff its corresponding  
T-figuration is sliceable 

 has strong cycles, then each is the result of a pinwheel 
insertion  

∴  simple and pinwheel insertions  
are all one needs to produce, in combination,  
a wig, and therefore, a wrep 

 Every unlocked T-figuration can be produced 
by combinations of simple and/or pinwheel 
insertions 
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from dense to loose 

Dense arrangements can be produced by considering 
walls 

For loose arrangements, it is better to consider the 
constituent rectangular spaces. 

Loose arrangements are dense arrangements with void 
spaces 
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above (a, b) ∧ above (b, c) ⇒ above (a, c) 

directly-above (a, b) ⇔  
above (a, b) ∧ [∄ r above (a, r) ∧ above (r, b) ]. 

  

strictly-above (a, b) ⇔  above (a, b) ∧  
¬ [ right (a, b) ∨ left (a, b) ∨ back (a, b) ∨ front (a, b)] 

i.e., zmin (a) = zmax (b) 

spatial relations 

b 
d 

a 

c 

i.e., zmin (a) ≤ zmax (b) 

a wall defines directly- 
relations between the 
rectangles in S↑ and S↓ 
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spatial relations 

Can be defined in terms of the min and max coordinates of 
the 3-rectangles 

 
 above (a, b)  ⇔  zmin (a) ≥ zmax (b) 

 below (a, b)  ⇔  zmax (a) ≤ zmin (b) 

 back (a, b)  ⇔  ymin (a) ≥ ymax (b) 

 front (a, b)  ⇔  ymax (a) ≤ ymin (b) 

 right (a, b)  ⇔  xmin (a) ≥ xmax (b) 
 left (a, b)  ⇔  xmax (a) ≤ xmin (b) 
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T-figuration to a rag 

T-figuration R ⇔ edge labelled digraph, G = (V, E) :  

Each vertex represents a rectangular region  

Each  edge  (a, b)∈E satisfies the condition: 

 [δabove(b, a) ∨ δback(b, a) ∨ δright(b, a)] 

 Equivalently,  

 [δabove
–1(a, b) ∨ δback

–1  (a, b)  ∨ δright
–1(a, b)] 

G is the region adjacency graph of R. 

denote both the vertices and the  
3-rectangles that a and b represent 

indicates 
a wall 
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reachability 

SΔ indicates a set of reachable vertices in the Δ 
direction 

SΔ(a) = {b | Δ(b,a)} 

 Δ (= ∪ δ*) is the transitive closure of δ   
	
δ is a directly-orthogonal relation  

For each δ, for each constituent 3-rectangle a, 
b ∈SΔ(a) ⇒ SΔ(b) ⊆ SΔ(a). 

For any δ, for each constituent 3-rectangle a,  
 SΔ-1(a) = {b | a ∈SΔ(b)} 

If there is a  trail  from a to b, then there is trail from  
a to all vertices to which there is a trail from b.  

path with same edge label 
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a structure theorem 

For each internal rectangle a∈R,  

a dense T-figuration or T-plan:  ∪ SΔ(a) = R – {a}.   

If R is unlocked, the sets SΔ(a) are pairwise disjoint. 

a 
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orthogonal structure 

Inspired by the structure property 

An orthogonal structure is a RAG in which between any pair 
of vertices (rectangles) there is at least one trail (one of the 
Δ relations hold) 

 Every loose T-figuration can be represented by an 
orthogonal structure and conversely 

Every dense T-figuration can be represented by an 
orthogonal structure and conversely 
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loose arrangement 
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unfinished business 

  Loose arrangements 

  Locked arrangements 

  A system for 3D layouts with constraints 
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thank you 

  Comments? 

  Questions? 


